Coalgebras of set functors preserving weak pullbacks are particularly well-behaved. Invoking a result by Carboni, Kelly, and Wood(1990), we show that this can be explained by the fact that such functors can be uniquely extended to a relator. This insight next suggests a de nition of metric bisimulation.
Preliminaries
Let F : Set ! Set bea functor. An F -coalgebra is a pair (S S ) consisting of a set S and a function S : S ! F (S). Let (S S ) and (T T ) be two F -coalgebras. A function f : S ! T is a homomorphism of F -coalgebras, or F -homomorphism, if F (f) S = T f . The collection of F -coalgebras and F -homomorphisms forms a category, denoted by Set F . A relation R S T is called an F -bisimulation AM89] between (S S ) and (T T ) if there exists an F -coalgebra structure R : R ! F (R) on R such that the projections 1 : R ! S and 2 : R ! T are F -homomorphisms. The following proposition is readily proved.
Proposition 1.1 A function f : S ! T is a homomorphism i its graph (f) = fhs f (s)i j s 2 S g is a (functional) F -bisimulation.
As we shall see, the following two observations turn out to be closely related, and are bestunderstood in the world of relators, to be introduced in Section 2. Theorem 1.2 A relation R S T is an F -bisimulation i for all s A well-known fact is that the category Set can be embedded into the category Rel by the functor : Set ! Rel which is the identity on sets and maps a function f : S ! T to its graph (f). We say that a functor F : Rel ! Rel extends a functor F : Set ! Set if the following two conditions are satis ed:
(i) For all sets S , F(S) = F (S).
(ii) For all functions f : S ! T , F( (f)) = (F (f)). In other words, on the subcategory Set of Rel, the functor F essentially behaves like F . One can easily prove that extensions are unique, and are locally monotone: if R Q then F(R) F(Q). Often the extension F will be denoted again by F .
Many functors on Set have a (unique) extension to Rel. The following theorem, due to Carboni, Kelly, a n d Wood,makes precise which ones.
Theorem 2.1 CKW90]
A functor F : Set ! Set can be extended to a relator F : Rel ! Rel i the functor F preserves weak pullbacks. In that case, the extension F is given, for any relation R S T with projections 1 : R ! S and 2 : R ! T , by
The notion of relator has been de ned by di erent authors in di erent w ays. Relators also play a role in certain algebraic approaches to programming see BdM97] and the references therein.
Rutten
In fact, CKW90] contains the following more general version of the theorem above: Any endofunctor F on a regular category can beextended to the corresponding category of relations i 1. F preserves strong epimorphisms, and 2. F nearly preserves pullbacks. The above theorem on Set is an immediate consequence of this more general statement, since condition 1 is trivially ful lled for any endofunctor on Set, and condition 2 is equivalent to the preservation of weak pullbacks.
Example 2. There is also the following corollary of Corollary 3.1 and Proposition 1.1.
Corollary 3.2 The embedding : Set ! Rel can be extended t o a n e m b edding : Set F ! Rel F .
We brie y return to the second observation (Theorem 1.3) of Section 1. The fact that Set F is well-behaved for functors F that preserve weak pullbacks is bestexplained by the fact that for such functors, Set F is in essence a subcategory of Rel F . For instance, the fact that the composition of bisimulations is again a bisimulation is equivalent to the observation that Rel F indeed is a category, that is, Rel F is closed under composition of arrows. Working in the`larger' category Rel F has some additional advantages. For instance, the greatest bisimulation relation (bisimilarity) on an F-coalgebra (S S ) can be A metric relator is now a n y endofunctor on the category MRel. As before, 
Examples of metric bisimulations are bismulations`up-to-depth-n'. An early example can befound in TR98].
The goal will now beto develop a theory of metric coalgebras and bisimulations along the lines of the theory of (universal) coalgebra for sets. As an example of a theorem in such a theory, there is the following principle of metric coinduction.
Theorem 4.1 Under reasonable conditions 3 on the functor F , the distance function d P of a nal F -coalgebra (P ) satis es: d P = i n f f j is a metric bisimulation on (P )g: Again, this generalizes in a precise sense the coinduction principle for nal coalgebras of endofunctors on Set (formulated at the very end of Section 3).
